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Abstract

In this paper, we compare a resource-
driven approach with a task-specific clas-
sification model for a new near-synonym
word choice sub-task, predicting whether
a full or a clipped form of a word will be
used (e.g. doctor or doc) in a given con-
text. Our results indicate that the resource-
driven approach, the use of a formality
lexicon, can provide competitive perfor-
mance, with the parameters of the task-
specific model mirroring the parameters
under which the lexicon was built.

1 Introduction

Lexical resources, though the focus of much work
in computational linguistics, often compare poorly
to direct statistical methods when applied to prob-
lems such as sentiment classification (Kennedy
and Inkpen, 2006). Nevertheless, such resources
offer advantages in terms of human interpretability
and portability to many different tasks (Argamon
et al., 2007). In this paper, we introduce a new
sub-task of near-synonym word choice (Edmonds
and Hirst, 2002), prediction of word clipping, in
order to provide some new evidence that resource-
driven approaches have general potential.

Clipping is a type of word formation where
the beginning and/or the end of a longer word
is omitted (Kreidler, 1979). This phenomenon is
attested in various languages; well-known exam-
ples in English include words such as hippo (hip-
popotamus) and blog (weblog). Clipping and re-
lated kinds of word formation have received at-
tention in computational linguistics with respect
to the task of identifying source words from ab-
breviated forms, which has been studied, for in-
stance, in the biomedical and text messaging do-
mains (Okazaki and Ananiadou, 2006; Cook and
Stevenson, 2009).

Compared to many near-synonyms, clipped
forms have the important property that the dif-
ferences between full and abbreviated forms are
almost entirely connotational or stylistic, closely
tied to the formality of the discourse.1 This fact
allows us to pursue two distinct though related
approaches to this task, comparing a supervised
model of word choice (Wang and Hirst, 2010) with
a mostly unsupervised system that leverages an
automatically-built lexicon of formality (Brooke
et al., 2010). Our findings indicate that the
lexicon-based method is highly competitive with
the supervised, task-specific method. Both mod-
els approach the human performance evidenced in
an independent crowdsourced annotation.

2 Methods

2.1 Latent Semantic Analysis

Both approaches that we are investigating make
use of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) as
a dimensionality-reduction technique (Landauer
and Dumais, 1997).2 In LSA, the first step is to
create a matrix representing the association be-
tween words as determined by their co-occurrence
in a corpus, and then apply singular value decom-
position (SVD) to identify the first k most signifi-
cant dimensions of variation. After this step, each
word can be represented as a vector of length k,
which can be compared or combined with the vec-
tors of other words. The best k is usually deter-
mined empirically. For a more detailed introduc-
tion to this method, see also the discussion by Tur-
ney and Littman (2003).

1Shortened forms might also be preferred in cases where
space is at a premium, e.g. newspaper headlines or tweets.

2Note that neither technique is feasible using the full co-
occurrence vectors, which have several hundred thousand di-
mensions in both cases; in addition, previous work has shown
that performance drops off with increased dimensionality.
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2.2 Classifying Context Vectors

Our first method is the lexical choice model pro-
posed by Wang and Hirst (2010). This approach
performs SVD on a term–term co-occurrence ma-
trix, which has been shown to outperform tradi-
tional LSA models that use term–document co-
occurrence information. Specifically, a given word
w is initially represented by a vector v of all its
co-occurring words in a small collocation context
(a 5-word window), i.e., v = (v1, . . . ,vn), where n
is the size of the vocabulary, and vi = 1 if w co-
occurs with the i-th word in lexicon, or vi = 0 oth-
erwise. The dimensionality of the original vector
is then reduced by SVD.

A context, typically comprising a set of words
within a small collocation context around the tar-
get word for prediction (though we test larger
contexts here), is represented by a weighted cen-
troid of the word vectors. Together with the can-
didate words for prediction, this context vector
can then be used as a feature vector for super-
vised learning; we follow Wang and Hirst in us-
ing support vector machines (SVMs) as imple-
mented in WEKA (Witten and Frank, 2005), train-
ing a separate classifier for each full/clipped word
form pair. The prediction performance varies by k,
which can be tested efficiently by simply truncat-
ing a single high-k vector to smaller dimensions.
The optimal k value reported by Wang and Hirst
testing on a standard set of seven near-synonyms
was 415; they achieved an accuracy of 74.5%, an
improvement over previous statistical approaches,
e.g. Inkpen (2007).

2.3 Using Formality Lexicons

The competing method involves building lexicons
of formality, using our method from Brooke et al.
(2010), which is itself an adaption of an approach
used for sentiment lexicon building (Turney and
Littman, 2003). Though it relies on LSA, there are
several key differences as compared to the context
vector approach. First, the pre-LSA matrix is a
binary word–document matrix, rather than word–
word. For the LSA step, we showed that a very
low k value (20) was appropriate choice for iden-
tifying variation in formality. After dimensional-
ity reduction, each word vector is compared, using
cosine similarity, to words from two sets of seed
terms, each representing prototypical formal and
informal words, which provides a formality score
for each word in the range of −1 to 1. The deriva-

tion of the final formality score involves several
normalization steps, and therefore a full discus-
sion is precluded here for space reasons; for the
details, please see Brooke et al. (2010). Our eval-
uation suggests that, given a large-enough blog
corpus, this method almost perfectly distinguishes
words of extreme formality, and is able to identify
the more formal of two near-synonyms over 80%
of the time, better than a word-length baseline.

Given a lexicon of formality scores, the pre-
ferred form for a context is identified by averaging
the formality scores of the words in the context
and comparing the average score to a cutoff value.
Here, the context is generally understood to be the
entire text, though we also test smaller contexts.
We take the cutoff to be midpoints of the aver-
age scores for the contexts of known instances; al-
though technically supervised, we have found that
in practice just a few instances is enough to find a
stable, high-performing cutoff. Note that the cut-
off is analogous to the decision hyperplane of an
SVM. In our case, building a lexical resource cor-
responds to additional task-independent reduction
in the dimensionality of the space, greatly simpli-
fying the decision.

3 Resources

Blog data is an ideal resource for this task, since
it clearly contains a wide variety of language reg-
isters. For our exploration here, we used a col-
lection of over 900,000 blogs (216 million tokens)
originally crawled from the web in May 2008. We
segmented the texts, filtered out short documents
(less than 100 words), and then split the corpus
into two halves, training and testing. For each of
the two methods described in the previous section,
we derived the corresponding LSA-reduced vec-
tors for all lower-case words using the collocation
information contained within the training portion.3

The testing portion was used only as a source for
test contexts.

We independently collected a set of common
full/clipped word pairs from web resources such as
Wikipedia, limiting ourselves to phonologically-
realized clippings. This excludes orthographic
shortenings like thx or ppl which cannot be pro-

3We used the same dataset for each method so that the
difference in raw co-occurence information available to each
method was not a confounding factor. However, we also
tested the lexicon method using the full formality lexicon
from Brooke et al. (2010), built on the larger ICWSM blog
corpus; the difference in performance was negligible.
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nounced. We also removed pairs where one of
the words was quite rare (fewer than 150 tokens
in the entire corpus) or where, based on examples
pulled from the corpus, there was a common con-
founding homonym–for instance the word prob,
which is a common clipped form of both prob-
lem and probably. However, we did keep words
like doc, where the doctor sense was much more
common than the document sense. After this fil-
tering, 38 full/clipped word pairs remained in our
set. For each pair, we automatically extracted a
sample of usage contexts from texts in the cor-
pus where only one of the two forms appears. For
each word form in each of our training and test-
ing corpora, we manually removed duplicate and
near-duplicate contexts, non-English and unintel-
ligible contexts, and any remaining instances of
homonymy until we had 50 acceptable usage ex-
amples for each word form in each sub-corpus
(100 for each of the word pairs), a total of 3800
contexts for each of training and testing.

One gold standard is provided by the original
choice of the writer, but another possible com-
parison is with reference to an independent hu-
man annotation, as has been done for other near-
synonym word choice test sets (Inkpen, 2007). For
our annotation, we used the crowdsourcing web-
site Crowdflower (www.crowdflower.com), which
is built on top of the well-known Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (www.mturk.com), which has been
used, for instance, to create emotion lexicons (Mo-
hammad and Turney, 2010). In general terms,
these crowdsourcing platforms provide access to a
pool of online workers who do small tasks (HITs)
for a few cents each. Crowdflower, in particular,
offers a worker-filtering feature where gold stan-
dard HITs (75 clear instances taken from the train-
ing data) are interspersed within the test HITs, and
workers are removed from the task if they fail to
answer a certain percentage correct (90%). For
each word form, we randomly selected 20 of 50
test contexts to be judged, or 1520 altogether. For
each case, the workers were presented with the
word pair and three sentences of context (addi-
tional context was provided if less than 40 tokens),
and asked to guess which word the writer used.
To get more information and allow participants to
express a tentative opinion, we gave the workers
five options for a word pair A/B: “Probably A/B”,
“Definitely A/B”, and “I’m not sure”; for our pur-
poses here, however, we will not distinguish be-

tween “Probably” and “Definitely”. We queried
for five different judgments per test case in our
test corpus, and took the majority judgment as the
standard, or “I’m not sure” if there was no major-
ity judgment.

4 Evaluation

First, we compare our crowdsourced annotation
to our writer’s choice gold standard, which pro-
vides a useful baseline for the difficulty of the
task. The agreement is surprisingly low; even if
“I’m not sure” responses are discounted, agree-
ment with the writer’s choice gold standard is
just 71.7% for the remaining datapoints. For
certain words (such as professor, doctor), work-
ers avoided the non-standard clipped forms al-
most entirely, though there were other pairs, like
photo/photograph, where the clipped form domi-
nated. Expected frequency, rather than document
context, is clearly playing a role here.

Our main evaluation consists of comparing the
predictions of our two methods to the original
choice of the writer, as seen in our corpus. Accu-
racy is calculated as the number of predictions that
agree with this standard across all the (3800) con-
texts in our test set. We first calibrated each model
using the training set, and then prompted for pre-
dictions with various amount of context.4 The 3-
sentence context includes the sentences where the
word appeared, and the sentences on either side.
Other options we investigated were, for the vector
classification, the option of using a single classifier
for all pairs, or using a different k-value for each
pair, and, for the lexicon-based prediction, the op-
tion of using a single cutoff for all pairs. The best
k were determined by 10-fold cross-validation on
the training set. The results are given in Table 1.
Since our test sets are balanced, the random guess-
ing performance is 50%.

A chi-square test indicates the difference be-
tween the best performing result for each method
is not statistically significant. We see that both
methods show an improvement with the addition
of context beyond the sentence where the word
appears, with full document context providing the
best results; the improvement with full document
context is statistically significant for the vector
classification model (p < 0.001). Overall, the two
methods make similar choices, with the agreement

4In all cases, other appearances of the word or an inflected
form in the context were removed.
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Table 1: Clipping prediction results, all pairs
Vector classification
Options Accuracy
Sentence context only (k=17) 62.9
3-sentence context (k=15) 64.6
Full document (FD) (k=16) 67.9
FD, single (generalized) classifier 66.8
FD, best k for each pair 65.9
Formality lexicon
Options Accuracy
Sentence context only 65.2
3-sentence context 65.5
Full document (FD) 66.7
FD, single (generalized) cutoff 65.1

of the predictions at 78.1% for the full document
models. Another result that points to the similarity
of the final models is that the best single k value is
very close to the best k value for lexicon building
from Brooke et al. (2010) The generalized clip-
ping models (of both kinds) do worse than the
pair-specific models, but the drop is fairly modest.
An even more individualized vector classification
model, in the form of individual k values for each
pair, does not improve performance. If we instead
take the worker judgements as a gold standard, the
performance of our two models on that subset of
the test data is worse than with a writer-based stan-
dard: 61.1% for the best lexicon-based model, and
63.6% for the best vector classification model.

Finally, we look at individual full/clipped word
pairs. Table 2 contains the results for a sample
of these pairs, using the best models from Table
1. Some word pairs (e.g. mic/microphone) were
very difficult for the models, while others can usu-
ally be distinguished. The main difference be-
tween the two models is that there are certain pairs
(e.g. plane/airplane) where the vector classifica-
tion works much better, perhaps indicating that
formality is not the most relevant kind of variation
for these pairs.

5 Discussion

Our initial hypothesis was that the formality of the
discourse plays a key role in determining whether
a clipped form of a word will be used in place of
a full form, and thus a lexicon of formality could
be a useful tool for this kind of word choice. Our
results mostly bear this out: although the vector
classification model has a slight advantage, the

Table 2: Clipping prediction results, by pair
Accuracy

Clipped pair VC model FL model
prof/professor 68 74
tourney/tournament 64 55
plane/airplane 61 42
doc/doctor 81 78
stats/statistics 74 75
meds/medication 82 82
fridge/refrigerator 65 63
app/application 66 62
mic/microphone 54 59
fam/family 84 85

lexicon-based method, which has the advantage of
compactness, interpretability, and portability, does
reasonably well. Tellingly, the best vector-based
model is very similar to the lexicon in terms of its
parameters, including a preference for the use of
the entire document as context window and low
LSA k, rather than the local context and high LSA
k that was preferred for a previous near-synonym
choice task (Wang and Hirst, 2010). In compari-
son to that task, clipping prediction is clearly more
difficult, a fact that is confirmed by the results of
our crowdsourced annotation.

The fact that the models do better on certain
individual word pairs and more poorly on others
indicates that the degree of formality difference
between clipped and full forms is probably quite
variable, and in some cases may be barely notice-
able. Under those circumstances, the advantages
of a vector classification model, which might base
the classification on other kinds of relevant con-
text (e.g. topic), are clear. We conclude by noting
that for a highly specialized problem such as word
clipping prediction, a single lexical resource can,
it appears, complete with a task-based supervised
approach, but even here we see signs that a single
resource might be insufficient to cover all cases.
For wider, more complex tasks, any particular re-
source may address only a limited part of the task
space, and therefore a good deal of work may be
required before a lexicon-based method can rea-
sonably compete with a more straightforward sta-
tistical approach.
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